STATE OF CALIFORNIA
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD
DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS

Declaration of Fully Appropriated Stream Systems

INYO COUNTY
August 22, 1991

Legend
- = Critical Reach Upstream
- = Critical Reach Continues Downstream
D = Decision Number
W = Water Code Section 1345 Decision
* = California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
*** = Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
0000 = Adjudicated Water Rights, Court Decisions
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Declaration of Fully Appropriated Stream Systems

KERN COUNTY
August 22, 1991

Legend

- Critical Reach Upstream
- Critical Reach Continues Downstream
D = Decision Number
* = Water Code Section 1345 Decision
** = California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
*** = Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
0000 = Adjudicated Water Rights, Court Decisions
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Declaration of Fully Appropriated Stream Systems

LASSEN COUNTY
August 22, 1991
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Declaration of Fully Appropriated Stream Systems

SANTA CLARA COUNTY

August 22, 1991
Legend
- = Critical Reach Upstream
= = Critical Reach Continues Downstream
D = Decision Number
** = Water Code Section 1345
*** = California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
= = = Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
0000 = Adjudicated Water Rights, Court Decisions
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Declaration of Fully Appropriated Stream Systems
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August 22, 1991